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On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19; caused by SARS-CoV-2) a pandemic. By mid-March, all Canadian provinces and territories declared states of emergency, which triggered measures to support the response to the pandemic. Some of these measures have posed new barriers for people with arthritis to manage their health and daily activities. With the chance of contracting COVID-19 unclear among people using immunosuppressive medications, many avoided regular activities such as grocery shopping and pharmacy visits to reduce exposure in public spaces early in the pandemic. Gyms and swimming pools were closed, leaving people without access to their regular exercise facilities. Even when facilities reopened as local transmission was getting under control, some people were cautious about resuming indoor and group exercise routines. This unprecedented situation has challenged how health professionals support people with arthritis in staying physically active.

Worldwide, 28.5% of people were not sufficiently physically active, with nearly 37% in high-income Western countries. For more than a decade the main message of physical activity promotion has been centered on achieving concrete goals, namely at least 150 minutes/week of moderate/vigorous physical activity (MVPA), plus strength training at least 2 days a week for adults aged 18 or older. Further, people aged 65 and over are advised to engage in multicomponent physical activity that includes balance training for fall prevention. These recommendations are echoed in the 2020 WHO guidelines, in which the phrase “every move counts” was coined to encourage participation in any type of physical activity at any duration, and to reduce sedentary time. A recent editorial by Jakiela, et al also recommends that patients with arthritis start by walking 10 minutes/day during the pandemic and gradually increase duration and speed.

Increase physical activity: an implementation challenge

Guideline implementation can be complex when it involves “things” that people perceive as hard to “do.” The concepts related to implementation are eloquently explained by Curran as “the thing” and “do the thing.” “The thing” refers to an intervention or a practice that is in need of support (e.g., achieving 150 minutes of MVPA every week). To help people to “do the thing,” an implementation strategy that supports them overcoming barriers is often needed. The development and evaluation of these strategies are the crux of implementation research. Here, we propose that to make physical activity guidelines usable, sensible implementation strategies that take into account individuals’ contexts are needed, particularly with the evolving situation of the pandemic.

The focus on achieving 150 minutes/week vs balancing activities in a 24-hour day

We all have 24 hours in our day and what we each do with that time can differ. In a study of 172 people with arthritis who wore
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a physical activity sensor over 7 days, Feehan, et al.\(^1\) identified 4 distinct activity profiles based on the average time they spent each day sleeping, sitting, and walking. The latter includes walking during usual daily activities and brisk walking during higher-intensity activities. In the Balanced Activity profile, people spent an average of 48 minutes/day in higher-intensity walking activities, 4.4 hours/day walking during light activities, 9.4 hours/day in sedentary activities, and 7.4 hours/day sleeping. In contrast, the High Sitters were getting adequate sleep, but sitting more than 13 hours/day. The High Sleepers included people who slept more than 8.5 hours/day. They also spent 2.5 hours/day in light activity, but only 18 minutes/day in higher-intensity walking. Last, the Low Sleepers slept an average of 6.5 hours, and accumulated over 12 hours of sitting each day, similar to the High Sitters. Notably, existing habits related to walking and sitting play a role in how people spent their time.

These findings suggest that people may need different strategies to achieve a healthy balance between physical activity and rest. For example, sleep-related interventions may be needed as a physical activity promotion strategy in people who fit the High Sleeper and Low Sleeper profiles. While the High Sleepers may benefit from shifting some of their sleep time to any level of physical activity, the Low Sleepers may focus on gaining more sleep and walking by reducing seated activities. These examples challenge the current thinking of “the thing” in physical activity promotion.

Rethink physical activity promotion

By refocusing on balancing activities in a 24-hour day, health professionals and implementation scientists can begin to design strategies that tailor their support for patients according to their capacity, opportunity, and motivation\(^1\) to engage in physical activity. This effort can be facilitated by the new Canadian 24-hour Movement Guidelines.\(^2\)

Released in October 2020, the Canadian guidelines promote a balance of activity, rest, and sleep as playing an important role for better overall health and quality of life regardless of age and health conditions.\(^3\) People are encouraged to shift their sedentary time to engage in physical activity at any level whenever they are able, while maintaining a healthy amount of sleep. For people with arthritis, this approach may be more acceptable, especially during the pandemic when their activity patterns may change depending on their local pandemic response plan and personal preferences. It also highlights the importance for health professionals to address sleep and fatigue when codesigning a physical activity intervention with their patients.

Reimagine how to “do the thing”

The success of promoting a balanced activity profile depends partly on how an intervention is delivered. In a systematic review of behavior change techniques, Ma and Martin Ginis\(^4\) found interventions that included feedback on behavior, self-monitoring, instructions on how to perform the behavior, and problem solving with patients tended to have greater effects on physical activity behavior compared to those using other techniques.\(^5\) These behavior change techniques are defined in the literature,\(^6\) but the execution may require tailoring, and involves gathering relevant information from patients to inform the design of a personalized plan. To this end, a counseling technique using the Brief Action Planning approach, combined with the use of a fitness tracker to provide feedback on performance, is an example of a promising strategy for improving the delivery process.\(^7\)

In addition to physicians, the physiotherapists, nurses, and occupational therapists who work with patients in a variety of settings in the public and private sectors are in an ideal position to provide activity counseling, especially for those with multimorbidity. Training on the Brief Action Planning approach, which used to be offered only in-person,\(^8\) is now available online for rheumatology professionals. The ubiquitous use of self-monitoring devices by the public, advances in virtual care technologies, and an unprecedented increase in the use of telehealth during the pandemic have also generated new opportunities for health professionals to tailor and deliver interventions supporting patients to be active.

It is, however, important to be mindful about inequalities that exist in promoting physical activity to “hardly reached populations”\(^9\) based on demographic characteristics, societal factors, and living conditions. We encourage health professionals and researchers to apply the PROGRESS-Plus framework when considering their approach to develop strategies for promoting a balanced activity profile across populations. PROGRESS stands for “place of residence, race/ethnicity, occupation, gender, religion, education, socioeconomic status, and social capital and networks.” Age, disability, and sexual orientation were later added to the grid for the PROGRESS-Plus. As people’s experiences are shaped by social factors, the PROGRESS-Plus framework offers a useful filter to identify determinants of inequality and inequity,\(^10\) which can in turn inform an intersectional approach\(^11\) when designing strategies to support patients during and beyond this pandemic.

Finally, health professionals may consider beginning each physical activity conversation by asking patients how they spend their time on a typical weekday and a typical day in a weekend. This offers an opportunity to gather relevant contextual information to codevelop a realistic 24-hour activity/sleep plan and identify the support required to put it in action.

Conclusion

Changing behavior is a complex task, and sometimes additional effort is needed to support patients to move more, sit less, and get a healthy amount of sleep. The pandemic has imposed unusual challenges on the self-care activities of people with arthritis. But it also presents a unique opportunity for the rheumatology community to embrace a holistic approach so that we can support patients to integrate more physical activity in their daily lives.
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